Battery energy storage is being installed behindthe-meter to reduce electrical bills while improving power system efficiency and resiliency. This paper demonstrates the development and application of an advanced optimal control method for battery energy storage systems to maximize these benefits. We combine methods for accurately modeling the stateof-charge, temperature, and state-of-health of lithium-ion battery cells into a model predictive controller to optimally schedule charge/discharge, air-conditioning, and forced air convection power to shift a electric customer's consumption and hence reduce their electric bill. While linear state-of-health models produce linear relationships between battery usage and degradation, a non-linear, stress-factor model accounts for the compounding improvements in lifetime that can be achieved by reducing several stress factors at once. Applying this controller to a simulated system shows significant benefits from cooling-in-the-loop control and that relatively small sacrifices in bill reduction performance can yield large increases in battery life. This trade-off function is highly dependent on the battery's degradation mechanisms and what model is used to represent them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-of-use, demand charge, and other electrical tariff structures are established by utilities to reduce load factor within an area and defer expensive infrastructure upgrades. These tariffs incentivize customers to use energy during offpeak times and hence can mutually benefit both the utility and the customer. Behind-the-meter energy storage systems can reduce the electrical bill for customers within these areas by shifting load away from when it is expensive.
Designing controllers to schedule a battery energy storage system (BESS) for this and other applications has been a growing field of research [1] . In this paper we develop a controller for a battery energy storage system (BESS) that optimally shifts a customer's electrical useage and hence reduces their electric bill, while being constrained by a desired operational lifetime. This is a particularly difficult problem as accurate state-of-health (SoH) models depend on accurate temperature and state-of-charge (SoC) models. Previous work has used reduced order models that abstract many of the underlying degradation mechanisms [2] - [4] . Others use a detailed SoH model but assume a constant temperature [5] . We utilize an empirical stress-factor based degradation model that accounts for time, SoC, temperature, and depth-of-discharge (DoD). To model temperature, we use a radial volumetric finite element model for a representative cell, coupled with a simplified model for air flow and temperature within the enclosure, to estimate the cell-core temperature driving degradation. To model SoC, we use a charge-based reservoir model which accounts for battery voltage and current.
The proposed controller includes a novel combination of models for SoC, Temperature, and SoH, each of which have been designed to balance accuracy and computational simplicity. These models incorporate factors that can cause degradation in complex ways and have previously not been considered together in controller design. The proposed controller can be utilized by BESS owner/operators to extend the operational lifetime of their assets and/or by BESS manufactures to reduce the risk in providing a warranty.
The remainder of this paper, Section II formally establishes the controllers objectives and operational constraints, Section III develops the Charge-Temperature-Health BESS model used by the proposed controller, Section IV then discusses the simulation results and the trade-off between controller performance and operational life, Section V summarizes the research and discusses the broader implications of the controller's design.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a hypothetical commercial electrical customer billed for both daily time-of-use (TOU) energy and monthly peak-demand charges. This customer decides to purchase and install a battery to reduce their electricity bill. The energy contract the customer has charges 9¢ / kWh during off-peak, 11¢ / kWh during partial-peak hours, and 15¢ during peak [6] according to the schedule in Fig.1 (top) . The utility then charges $50 / kW service fee according to the peak net load measured during the billing period [7] . The load data used for this problem, as shown in Fig. 1 (bottom) , are adapted from the EPRI test circuit 'Ckt5' loadshape, normalized to a 1MW peak [8] . We will assume that the load and price are known a priori and that the control horizon shown is known to be the peak-load day in the billing period. Without the battery, the total bill is calculated according to (1) . For this problem we assume that the net-load is always greater than zero. The total baseline electrical bill for this day is $52,080 ($50,000 demand, $2,080 energy).
978-1-7281-1981-6/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE [8] where l is the n length vector of load (kW), c is the n length vector of TOU energy prices ($/kWh), and • denotes a vector's transpose. We use a time-step ∆t = 15 minutes (0.25 hours), and n = 96 (1 day). With the addition of a BESS that can supply (-), or absorb (+), power p e , the customers cost can be modified to (2) .
where p e is the battery system power that element wise subtracts from l when the battery system is discharging, p AC is the air-conditioning (AC) power, and p fan is the cooling fan power. The problem is thus formulated: design a controller to optimally calculate a vector of battery system power p e , AC power p AC , and fan power p fan that minimizes the customer's cost without exceeding the battery's limits. Among these limits, the controller must restrict operation such that the battery's lifetime will meet or exceed a chosen operational life (5, 10, 15, or 20 years). Note that the solution to this narrow control problem can easily be adapted to fit many different tariff structures.
III. BESS MODEL
This section outlines the set of differential equations and constraints that define a BESS model. This model is used for model-predictive-controller (MPC) to solve the control problem established in Section II. The following constraints define the feasible range of each decision variable.
where p e is the BESS ac power (kW) (+ charge, -discharge), ς is the SoC (%), v bat is the battery voltage (V), T is the battery's core temperature (K), and˙ is the rate of degradation (% per hour). The limits p min , p max , v min , v max , i min , i max , T min , T max are box constraints on power, voltage, current, and temperature respectively. As the rate of change of SoH is always negative,˙ min the limit on the rate of degradation is also negative. The relationships between decision variables are defined by differential equations. We build these relationships up in three general categories (SoC, Temperature, and SoH) each of which is covered in one of the following sections. It should be noted that BESS manufacturers may view these model parameters as proprietary while an owner/operator may view the load profile or tariff structure as similarly protected information. As the controller requires both, it may not be feasible in all circumstances for these non-technical reasons.
A. Charge Model
Charge reservoir model (CRM) is an umbrella term for the class of SoC models that define capacity in units of charge (Ah) [9] . The set of differential equations that make up the CRM used here is shown in (4). We have selected these permutations of the available models for open-circuit-voltage (VOC) and SoC to balance accuracy and simplicity.
where φ 2 , φ 1 , and φ 0 are the coefficients of a quadratic efficiency function for the inverter, p dc is the dc power, i bat is the dc current, R is the Thevenin source resistance of the battery equivalent circuit, v oc is the battery open-circuitvoltage, α, β, γ, and δ are the coefficients for a cubic polynomial fit for open-circuit-voltage, C cap is the charge capacity, η c is the coulombic efficiency, and• represents the derivative with respect to time.
B. Temperature Model
The temperature of the battery is a function of the rate of heat generated by the battery during operation and the rate of heat lost to its environment. Further, within a cell, temperature can differ significantly from the surface to the core. Fig. 2 shows the model used here to estimate internal temperatures for use in the degradation models. The set of differential equations that make up the temperature model used here is shown in (5) . In this model we include heat generated only from joule (resistive) heating as in [10] . Note that we use thermal transmittance (U) instead of it's reciprocal value, thermal resistance, to simplify notation. Also, we choose five cell volumes, (5a)-(5e), each with heat generation and conduction, and a surface volume (5f), with heat conduction in and convection out, to resolve the internal temperature 
where T 1−5 are the temperatures of each internal battery element starting with the core through just below the surface (K), T s is the battery surface temperature (K), T EN is the air temperature in the enclosure (K), T env is the environmental temperature (K), C i is the battery's internal volume-fractionspecific heat capacity (J K −1 % −1 ), V 1−5 are the volumetric fractions for each radial element, C s is the battery's surface total heat capacity (J K −1 ), U 1−5 are the battery's thermal transmittances between each internal element (W K −1 ), U s (u ∞ ) is the polynomial fit for the thermal transmittance from the surface of the battery to the air in the enclosure which is a function of u ∞ the air velocity (m s −1 ), η fan is the fan's efficiency (m s −1 kW −1 ), U EX is the thermal transmittance from the AC heat exchanger to the air in the enclosure, η AC is the AC unit's coefficient of performance, a f , b f , c f , d f , and e f are the forth order polynomial fit for the convective thermal transmittance. The function and parameter values for the thermal transmittance (U s (u ∞ )) is a polynomial fit of a piecewise function of the Reynolds number, fluid density, dynamic viscosity, and several empirically derived parameters, all of which are found in [11] .
C. Health Model
It is common to represent degradation based on an exponential decay function of calendar and cycle degradation [12] , as shown in (6) . This decay is driven by a degradation function (f d ) based on a combination of calendar life stress factors, and cycle life stress factors. The summation in (6b) represents a rainflow cycle counting algorithm which is widely used for accurate cycle-life modeling [13] .
where is the SoH, f d is the degradation function, S t is the time stress factor, S ς is the SoC stress factor, S T is the temperature stress factor, S δ is the DoD stress factor, and w i indicates a full or partial cycle.
While the rainflow cycle counting algorithm is highly accurate, it is also recursive and hence difficult to express in an optimization problem [5] . Because we know that the solution will have one cycle in the one-day control horizon, we can simplify the rainflow algorithm by removing the summation. This method has limited applicability as it would not be accurate for two days, or a day with a double peak. Hence, the set of differential equations that make up the degradation model used here is shown in (7) .
where t is time, δ is DoD, and ζ is a scaling factor we use to modify the life of the simulated battery cells. The parameters k t , k ς , k T , a DoD , b DoD , c DoD , d DoD , and e DoD enable their associated stress factors to be tuned to specific batteries. The limit on the degradation rate that specify a minimum lifetime is shown in (8) .˙
where L op is the total operational life expectation (e.g. 15 years) and L is the current life (years that the BESS has been in service).
IV. RESULTS
We select model parameters to represent an 200kW/600kWh lithium-manganese-oxide type BESS. The 800Ah battery is constructed from four parallel strings, each with 14 56-V racks in series, each with 14 modules in series, where each module has 77 cells in parallel (as each cell is 2.6Ah). This battery is enclosed in a standard 12.2m (40') container. Table II shows the model parameters used here. The cell electrical and thermal parameters are derived from experimental analysis on cells and a small scale system, while the degradation model parameters are taken from [12] (note that the DoD stress factor was refit as a polinomial). We choose a degradation rate scaling factor (ζ) of six to reprsent a low cycle life battery where the impact of the advanced controller is most clear. Limits on voltage, current, and temperature are from manufacturer specifications, and internal cell volumes and material thermal transmittance properties are retrieved from [14] . The convection heat transfer function is developed from [15] . This problem is formulated and solved with the freely downloadable modeling language 'pyomo' [16] , [17] and non-linear solver 'ipopt' [18] . Computation for each case takes roughly 15 seconds on a i7-7600U CPU at 2.80 GHz. The net-load, and corresponding BESS power (p e ) and SoC (ς) trajectories for a range of selected operational life expectations are shown in Fig. 3 . The net-load includes the air-conditioner and fan power which are optimized in conjunction with the charge/discharge power. As an illustrative example of how the air-conditioner and fan are able to cool the battery cells, Fig. 4 shows their power trajectories along with the temperature of the representative cell. By modeling the distribution of temperature within the battery, it is possible to plan AC/fan power outputs to limit thermal degradation based on the battery core temperature.
The reason that small changes in the schedule result in large To show this, we will consider the transition from the schedule under a 5 year operational life to a 10 year operational life. This change yields a 12.91% reduction in SoC stress factor, a 29.47% reduction in temperature stress factor, and a 5.29% reduction in the DoD stress factor. These in tern reduce the degradation function (f d ) by 41.83% which compounds with the SoC and temperature stress factor to reduce the the degradation rate by half.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates the development and application of an advanced BESS controller. This controller optimally schedules the power draw for charge/discharge, air-conditioning, and forced air circulation based on a combined electrical, thermal, and degradation model of a lithium-ion battery system. This controller is applied to an example BESS to maximally reduce the bill for a simulated electric customer under TOU energy and peak-demand charges, subject to a selected minimum operational life.
The developed controller can reduce the electric bill by 8%, if a 5-year operational life is selected, to 4%, for 20-years. While the model was constructed using reasonable parameters, these results may not represent the optimal life/performance trade-off for any specific BESS. However, we can conclude more generally that a large gain in life may be derived from a small sacrifice in performance. This is a result of the compounding effects of stress-factors on battery degradation. Further, we can conclude that coordinating the air-conditioning and circulation systems with charge and discharge can be advantageous to optimal control as these systems can play a significant role in reducing cell core temperature and hence prolonging life. This controller can be used by manufactures or owner/operators to improve the value and operational life of BESS.
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